Oracle Identity Management 11g End-of-Life
Migrate to the Next-Gen IGA Solution From Omada

What our
customers say...
“We selected Omada’s solution as
we would achieve our objectives
within a short time span. The
solution was up and running in
just two months.”
CIO, AMAG Group
”Omada Identity Suite was the only
solution I was confident would meet
our aggressive delivery schedule.
Enabling provisioning decisions at
the business owner level where they
belong, has freed IT from the manual
entry form system previously used at
NuStar.”
Director of Infrastructure Systems,
NuStar Energy
“Omada’s solution is easy to use
and has transformed previous
resource intensive repetitive tasks
into centrally controlled automated
processes.”
IAM Project Manager,
Commerz Real AG
“The implemented solution from
Omada has fulfilled UniCredit’s
vision of a combined IGA solution
with a ‘factory approach’ for role
management and quick onboarding
of new applications”.
UniCredit Group

Oracle Identity Management 11g will shortly reach end-of-life. So you are forced to
make a decision about your future identity governance and administration (IGA)
strategy. The upcoming version 12g means a major migration. You are faced with
recoding application connectors and redeveloping customizations. And once you
clear that hurdle, you are looking at continued high costs for maintenance and
complex upgrades with only limited product innovation. But there is a future-proof
and flexible alternative that integrates seamlessly across hybrid heterogeneous
environments including Microsoft’s cloud and on-premises infrastructures. That
alternative is Omada’s leading IGA solution.
Omada is listed as a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for IGA and offers a solution that
keeps you safe while empowering you to take back control of IT with automated governance of
identity and access. Built-in best-practice processes for core IGA functionality and out-of-thebox capabilities give you a complete solution that easily integrates with any existing Microsoft
infrastructure. In addition, the enterprise-grade IGA solution integrates with any system and
does not require custom-built connectors.

EMPOWER BUSINESS AGILITY WHILE STAYING IN CONTROL
Omada makes identity governance and administration more a business function and less a
development project.
We have packaged our 20 years’ experience into a best-practices IGA framework called
Omada IdentityPROCESS+. The framework provides built-in standard processes to jump
start implementation and creates a solid foundation for your entire identity governance and
administration program.

HAVE IT YOUR WAY
Omada Identity Suite is delivered as-a-Service but is also available as a software option with
full feature parity. You get the same features and functionality whichever path you take, and
you can easily change paths as your IT or business strategy evolves. It’s the solution you need
in today’s hybrid and multi-cloud computing environments.

SHOW RESULTS QUICKLY
Built-in data mapping configuration, and support for standard protocols like SCIM let you
quickly connect all your applications and cloud services.
You start with built-in best-practice workflows for common functions like access request,
approval, review, and audit. Then configure your unique forms, data objects, and workflows to
adapt to your specific needs — all with no coding. You can easily manage complex business
scenarios like matrix organizations and multiple job functions. You can take advantage of
built-in policies to ensure compliance with core IT governance standards like ISO27000,
NIST-CSF, COBIT, and GDPR.

DO MORE WITH IDENTITY

ENHANCE SECURITY
Omada enables the risk management process — define, detect, remediate, prevent, and monitor — to help you enforce security
controls and safeguard critical corporate and customer data.
You can define segregation of duty (SoD) constraints at the resource, role, or business process level. You can enforce leastprivilege (need-to-know) principles and quickly spot violations. You automatically detect and resolve risky access combinations
and highlight specific identities with high risk. An audit trail discloses who has access to what, when, and why. And you can
reliably remove access when users change job roles or leave the organization.

ASSURE COMPLIANCE AND TRUST
The solution enables centralized access control and provides an automated closed-loop auditing process. You unify governance
and accountability across all systems and applications — on-premises and in the cloud — and increase visibility of your
compliance status.
The Omada Compliance Dashboard renders a compelling access overview that enables continuous monitoring of access rights
and automatically invokes mitigation processes if violations are detected. Comprehensive logging provides a full audit trail of
user access including business justification. Dashboard views with drill-down capabilities highlight violations. And trend reporting
provides the information CISOs and CEOs needs to assess progress.
The segregation of duty (SoD) processes in Omada’s solution allow for fine grained definition of constraints, based on business
processes or resources. Business processes allow you to define constraints for a particular job function or role. This saves you
from adding constraint policies for every possible combination. The policy and SoD management processes let you define
policies for toxic combinations of access rights assigned to the same person, detect any violations, and evaluate these to
determine if the combination of access rights should be allowed or blocked.
GET A COMPLETE SOLUTION
Omada Identity Suite is a comprehensive, unified solution for identity governance and administration. Our IGA portal gives you
instant access to all features including:
• Identity lifecycle management — for all identity types
• Access management — for systems, applications, and cloud resources
• Policy and role management — focused role modeling driven by analytics, workflows, and attestation
• Workflows — extensible, out-of-the-box best practice workflows for common functions
• Reporting and analytics — comprehensive reporting and audit trail with user-friendly dashboards
• Auditing — automated closed-loop auditing processes assure unified governance and auditability across all systems

START TODAY
Omada is giving you an opportunity to take back control of your IT, manage complexity and cost, and enforce a safe way of
working across your organization.
Learn more about Omada’s IGA best practice process framework, IGA implementation approach, and IGA training courses.
Visit www.omada.net or contact us for more information at info@omada.net

Since 2000, Omada has focused on using identity to create business value — measurable value, from IT and HR to marketing and sales. Identity, managed
the Omada way, simultaneously improves security, efficiency, cost control and regulatory compliance throughout any organization. And, it can do even more.
Identity can accelerate digital transformations, smooth M&A integration, and enable deeper relationships with suppliers and customers. Few technologies
have the potential to impact so much. Belief in this essential role of identity unites our organization, fuels our innovation, and strengthens our collaboration
with partners. We’ve pioneered many of the best practices in use today, and are passionate about taking identity management even further. We are
committed to using identity to create business value. Omada has operations in North America and Europe, delivering solutions directly and via a network
of skilled partners and system integrators. www.omada.net | info@omada.net

DO MORE WITH IDENTITY

